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Blood & MistletoeThe History of the Druids in BritainYale University Press
Presents the Swiss psychologist's thoughts, experiences, and everything he felt
after a period of time spent seeing visions, hearing voices, and inducing
hallucinations.
My aim was to explain in detail the facts surrounding Fascist anti-Semitism and
the persecution of the Jews in Mussolini's Italy. Too many people in Italy and
elsewhere underestimate or deny the tragic fate of European Jewry and anti-
Semitism between the two world wars. A few short years ago anti-Semitism
appeared defeated and reduced to a tiny group of fanatics. But now it seems to
be regaining ground in its more political incarnation, probably the most
dangerous one, because next to the religious, social and economic varieties it is
the most insidious of all. The author occupies a central position among Italian
historians specialized in modern Italy's political history. He broke new ground by
first publishing this book in 1961 having obtained special permission to consult
the files in the Archives of the Italian Jewish Communities concerning the Fascist
regime's persecution of the Jews in Italy from 1938 to 1945. The book's release
coincided with the trial of Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem that brought the
Holocaust to the attention of other historians and to the world public. The English
translation of the final 1993 edition was supported by a grant from the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This paperback and electronic book edition is
published in association with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
The rites, practices, and texts collected by the mysterious UR group for the use
of aspiring mages. • Rare Hermetic texts published in English for the first time. •
Includes instructions for developing psychic and magical powers. In 1927 Julius
Evola and other leading Italian intellectuals formed the mysterious UR group.
Their goal: to bring their individual egos into a state of superhuman power and
awareness in which they could act "magically" on the world. Their methods: the
practice of ancient Tantric and Buddhist rituals and the study of rare Hermetic
texts. So successful were they that rumors spread throughout Italy of the group's
power, and Mussolini himself became quite fearful of them. Now for the first time
in English Introduction to Magic collects the rites, practices, and knowledge of the
UR group for the use of aspiring mages. Included in Introduction to Magic are
instructions for creating an etheric double, speaking words of power, using
fragrances, interacting with entities, and creating a "magical chain." Among the
arcane texts translated are the Tibetan teachings of the Thunderbolt Diamond
Path, the Mithraic mystery cult's "Grand Papyrus of Paris," and the Greco-
Egyptian magical text De Mysteriis. Anyone who has exhausted the possibilities
of the mundane world and is ready to take the steps necessary to purify the soul
in the light of knowledge and the fire of dedication will find a number of expert
mentors here.
"An excellent overview of spiritual movements throughout the last few centuries .
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. . a superb panorama" (The Book Reader), this book covers esoterica from its
ancient beginnings through the alchemists to Gurdijeff and Jung.
At the beginning of the twentieth century psychologists discovered ways and
means to measure intelligence that developed into an obsession with IQ. In the
mid 1990's, Daniel Goleman popularised research into emotional intelligence,
EQ, pointing out that EQ is a basic requirement for the appropriate use of IQ. In
this century, there is enough collective evidence from psychology, neurology,
anthropology and cognitive science to show us that there is a third 'Q', 'SQ' or
Spiritual Intelligence. SQ is uniquely human and, the authors argue, the most
fundamental intelligence. SQ is what we use to develop our longing and capacity
for meaning, vision and value. It allows us to dream and to strive. It underlies the
things we believe in, and the role our beliefs and values play in the actions that
we take and the way we shape our lives.
One of the earliest chronicles of the Inca empire was written in the 1550s by Juan
de Betanzos. Although scholars have long known of this work, only eighteen
chapters were actually available until the 1980s when the remaining sixty-four
chapters were discovered in the collection of the Fundación Bartolomé March in
Palma de Mallorca, Spain. Narrative of the Incas presents the first complete
English translation of the original manuscript of this key document. Although
written by a Spaniard, it presents an authentic Inca worldview, drawn from the
personal experiences and oral traditions told to Betanzos by his Inca wife, Doña
Angelina, and other members of her aristocratic family who lived during the
reigns of the last Inca rulers, Huayna Capac Huascar and Atahualpa. Betanzos
wrote a history of the Inca empire that focuses on the major rulers and the
contributions each one made to the growth of the empire and of Inca culture.
Filled with new insights into Inca politics, marriage, laws, the calendar, warfare,
and other matters, Narrative of the Incas is essential reading for everyone
interested in this ancient civilization.
This edited book contributes to the growing field of self-translation studies by exploring
the diversity of roles the practice has in Spanish-speaking contexts of production on
both sides of the Atlantic. Part I surveys the presence of self-translation in
contemporary Indigenous literatures in Spanish America, with a focus on Mexico and
the Mapuche poetry of Chile and Argentina. Part II proposes to incorporate self-
translation into the history of Spanish-American literatures- including its relation with
colonial multilingual-translation practices, the transfers it allowed between the French
and Spanish-American avant-gardes, and the insertion it offered for exiled Republicans
in Mexico. Part III develops new reflections on the Iberian realm: on the choice between
self and allograph translation Basque writers must face, a new category in Xosé
Dasilva’s typology, based on the Galician context, and the need to expand the analysis
of directionality in Catalan self-translations. This book brings together contributions from
some of the leading international experts in translation and self-translation, and it will be
of interest to scholars and students in the fields of Translation Studies, Cultural Studies,
Comparative Literature, Spanish Literature, Spanish American and Latin American
Literature, and Amerindian Literatures.
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A magical journey set in 16th century Italy. Berka was raised by her hermit father in the
wild, secluded from human society. At the dawn of her fifteenth summer she meets a
faun, a being from a different realm. The two are instantly drawn to each other, but their
secret meetings are soon disturbed by the arrival of a group of bandits. The threat
intensifies when the group's leader establishes an alliance with evil spirits from the
underworld. Berka's father comes up with an escape plan, but she doesn't want to
leave and so she finds another way to deal with the inevitable peril. Throughout the
adventure, Berka also embarks on a road to self-discovery. She learns to embrace the
powerful aspects of her divine feminine as well as the inseparable bond to the
masculine.The story is inspired by ancient European mythology, pagan philosophy and
Sacred Geometry symbolism.The Goddess Within is a stand-alone sequel to Kenaz's
debut novel, The Witch Within.
A fascinating book demonstrating the influence of alchemy and esoteric traditions on
the mature art of Marcel Duchamp.
Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand the
symbolism of the hero as it appears in the mythologies and religions of mankind.
The nature and leading exponents of the structuralist movement are considered as well
as the structural poetics of fiction and drama
Originally published in 1941, An Apache Life-Way remains one of the most important
and innovative studies of southwestern Native Americans, drawing upon a rich and
invaluable body of data gathered by the ethnographer Morris Edward Opler during the
1930s. Blending the analysis of individual Apache lives with the analysis of their culture,
this landmark study tells of the ceremonies, religious beliefs, social life, and economy of
the Chiricahua Apache. Opler traces, in fascinating detail, how a person “becomes an
Apache,” beginning with conception, moving through puberty rites, marriage, and the
various religious, domestic, and military duties and experiences of adulthood, and
concluding with the rites and beliefs surrounding death.
The acclaimed author of Witches, Druids, and King Arthur presents a “lucid, open-
minded” cultural history of the Druids as part of British identity (Terry Jones). Crushed
by the Romans in the first century A.D., the ancient Druids of Britain left almost no
reliable evidence behind. Historian Ronald Hutton shows how this lack of definite
information has allowed succeeding British generations to reimagine, reinterpret, and
reinvent the Druids. Hutton’s captivating book is the first to encompass two thousand
years of Druid history and to explore the evolution of English, Scottish, and Welsh
attitudes toward the forever ambiguous figures of the ancient Celtic world. Druids have
been remembered at different times as patriots, scientists, philosophers, or priests.
Sometimes portrayed as corrupt, bloodthirsty, or ignorant, they were also seen as
fomenters of rebellion. Hutton charts how the Druids have been written in and out of
history, archaeology, and the public consciousness for some 500 years, with particular
focus on the romantic period, when Druids completely dominated notions of British
prehistory. Sparkling with legends and images, filled with new perspectives on ancient
and modern times, this fascinating cultural study reveals Druids as catalysts in British
history.
Because the stories in James Joyce's Dubliners seem to function as models of fiction,
they are able to stand in for fiction in general in their ability to make the operation of
texts explicit and visible. Joyce's stories do this by provoking skepticism in the face of
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their storytelling. Their narrative unreliabilities—produced by strange gaps, omitted
scenes, and misleading narrative prompts—arouse suspicion and oblige the reader to
distrust how and why the story is told. As a result, one is prompted to look into what is
concealed, omitted, or left unspoken, a quest that often produces interpretations in
conflict with what the narrative surface suggests about characters and events. Margot
Norris's strategy in her analysis of the stories in Dubliners is to refuse to take the
narrative voice for granted and to assume that every authorial decision to include or
exclude, or to represent in a particular way, may be read as motivated. Suspicious
Readings of Joyce's Dubliners examines the text for counterindictions and draws on the
social context of the writing in order to offer readings from diverse theoretical
perspectives. Suspicious Readings of Joyce's Dubliners devotes a chapter to each of
the fifteen stories in Dubliners and shows how each confronts the reader with an
interpretive challenge and an intellectual adventure. Its readings of "An Encounter,"
"Two Gallants," "A Painful Case," "A Mother," "The Boarding House," and "Grace"
reconceive the stories in wholly novel ways—ways that reveal Joyce's writing to be even
more brilliant, more exciting, and more seriously attuned to moral and political issues
than we had thought.
The title of this volume, Sacred Marriages, consciously plays with the traditional
concept of sacred marriage, but the plural form, “sacred marriages,” gives the reader
an idea that something more is at stake here than a monomaniacal idea of
manifestations deriving from a single prototype. Following the guidelines of one of the
contributors, Ruben Zimmermann, the editors tentatively define “sacred marriage” as a
“real or symbolic union of two complementary entities, imagined as gendered, in a
religious context.” “Sacred marriages” (plural), then, refers to various expressions of
this kind of union in different cultures that seek to overcome, to cite Zimmermann again,
“the great dualism of human and cosmic existence.” The subtitle indicates that the
contributors are primarily interested in different aspects of the divine-human sexual
metaphor—that is, the imagining and reenactment of a gendered relationship between
the human and divine worlds. This metaphor, which is essentially about relationship
rather than sexual acts, can find textual, ritual, mythical, and social expressions in
different times and places. Indeed, the sacred marriage ritual itself should be
considered not a manifestation of the “sacralized power of sexuality experienced in
sexual intercourse” but one way of objectifying the divine-human sexual metaphor.
"The Golden Bough" by George Gibbs. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-
quality digital format.
About the history of the color black, its various meanings and representations.
"The only short and acceptable summary and analysis of the five Renaissance occult
sciences." - Times Literary Supplement "The . . . usefulness of this book for students of
Renaissance literature and culture will not soon be ended." - Virginia Quarterly Review
"The absence of contaminating traces either of condescension or of credulousness give
this absorbing volume a special authority and place on the shelves of any reader or any
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library where the history of modern thoughts is relevant." - Scientific American "A
remarkable summary and analysis of the five systems of esoteric science so influential
in the Renaissance." - Milton Quarterly "A magnificent job of tying together a vast
number of diverse sources into a unified whole . . . engrossing in its entirety." -The
Sciences
The late Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, curator of Indian art at the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts, uniquely combined art historian, philosopher, orientalist, linguist, and
expositor in his person. His knowledge of the arts and handcrafts of the Orient was
unexcelled and his numerous monographs on Oriental art either established or
revolutionized entire fields. He was also a great Orientalist, with an almost unmatched
understanding of traditional culture. He covered the philosophic and religious
experience of the entire premodern world, east and west, and for him primitive,
medieval European, and classical Indian experiences of truth and art were only different
dialects in a common language. Finally, Coomaraswamy was a provocative writer,
whose erudition was expressed in a delightful, aphoristic style. The nine essays in this
book are among his most stimulating. They discuss such matters as the true function of
aesthetics in art, the importance of symbolism, and the importance of intellectual and
philosophical background to the artist; they analyze the role of traditional culture in
enriching art; they demonstrate that abstract art and primitive art, despite superficial
resemblances, are completely divergent; and they deal with the common philosophy
which pervades all great art, the nature of medieval art, folklore and modern art, the
beauty inherent in mathematics, and the union of traditional symbolism and individual
portraiture in premodern cultures.
This is the first book in English to examine the development of the avant-garde in Spain
during the early twentieth century, across a wide range of cultural media.
Joseph Campbell, arguably the greatest mythologist of our time, was certainly one of our
greatest storytellers. This new cloth edition of The Hero's Journey, published to celebrate the
100th anniversary of Campbell's birth, recounts his own quest and conveys the excitement of
his lifelong exploration of our mythic traditions, what he called "the one great story of mankind."
Laforgue's collection of stories, the "Moralites legendaires, " freely modernizes established
stories of literary tradition according to the stereotypical preoccupations of 1880s Decadence.
In this first complete study of the "Moralites" in any language, Laforgue's stories emerge as
brilliant examples of parody in its most creative form, among the most original prose creations
of the late nineteenth century. Laforgue is known to most English-speaking readers as an
influence on T. S. Eliot. In France he is considered a major writer, alongside Symbolist writers
such as Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarme. Laforgue's stories fully exploit the creative
possibilities of parody, and thus make a particularly illuminating contribution, resolving many
long-standing theoretical questions. The stories provide a rich source for investigating the
procedures of parody and for formulating a sufficiently general and flexible theory to account
for the diversity of its form over time. Hannoosh examines the 1880s notion of Decadence with
which Laforgue's "Moralites" plays and attempts to revise the prevailing view of the movement
to reflect the importance of parody therein. She provides close readings of the six stories:
"Hamlet, Le Miracle des Roses, Lohengrin, Salome, Persee et Andromede, " and "Pan et la
Syrinx." Using an intertextual model of literary theory, Michele Hannoosh derives a theory of
the genre overall and addresses the issues raised by metafictional theories of parody from the
Russian Formalists onward. Michele Hannoosh is Assistant Professor of French and
Comparative Literature at the University of California, Davis. She has written many articles on
nineteenth-century French literature and art."
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This accessible study of Northern European shamanistic practice, or seidr, explores the way in
which the ancient Norse belief systems evoked in the Icelandic Sagas and Eddas have been
rediscovered and reinvented by groups in Europe and North America. The book examines the
phenomenon of altered consciousness and the interactions of seid-workers or shamanic
practitioners with their spirit worlds. Written by a follower of seidr, it investigates new
communities involved in a postmodern quest for spiritual meaning.
This book will be of interest to a wide range of readers, from students of Ancient History and
early Christianity, to Qabalists and modern magicians. Extensive notes and citations from
original sources will make this authoritative work an essential reference for researchers and
practitioners for years to come. Includes are appendices for tables of alphabetic symbolism, a
list of authors, and a numeric dictionary of Greek words, which represents the largest collection
of gematria in print.
Edici n 2010. Vasto conjunto de art culos controversiales sobre gnosis, religi n, alquimia, yoga
sexual y cr ticas a las ideas pol ticas y econ micas de moda en el decadente mundo de hoy.
La mayor a escritos por Herrou Arag n y el resto aportado por varios autores y colaboradores,
seleccionados y dirigidos por Jos M. Herrou Arag n. 582 p ginas.
"The Goetia: The Lesser Key of Solomon", also known as the "Clavicula Salomonis Regis", or
"Lemegeton", is a centuries old spell book or grimoire. The exact source of the work is
anonymous and compilations of older texts began appearing in the 16th and 17th centuries. In
1904, famed English occultists Aleister Crowley and Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers
translated these older texts and published them in English. This grimoire is concerned primarily
with summoning demons and contains the names, symbols, and spells for 72 distinct demon
spirits. Crowley and Mathers painstakingly and meticulously researched the seals, charts, and
sigils for the demons, making their edition of this ancient text one of the most complete and
detailed. Descriptions of the spells and rites necessary for the invocation of these demon
spirits is included along with definitions and explanations for many of the unfamiliar terms
found throughout the text. This edition of "The Goetia: The Lesser Key of Solomon" remains an
essential addition to the library of anyone interested in ancient and Western occult practices.
This edition is printed on premium acid-free paper.
In The Militant Middle Ages Tommaso di Carpegna Falconieri delves into common perceptions
of the Middle Ages and how these views shape current political contexts, offering a new lens
for scrutinizing contemporary society through its instrumentalization of the medieval past.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-
read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
The author critiques others' theories and ideas on feminism while developing and
producing her own new theory
A major study of modern culture, Dialectic of Enlightenment for many years led
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an underground existence among the homeless Left of the German Federal
Republic until its definitive publication in West Germany in 1969. Originally
composed by its two distinguished authors during their Californian exile in 1944,
the book can stand as a monument of classic German progressive social theory
in the twentieth century.>
What can stories of magical engraved rings or prophetic inscriptions on walls tell
us about how writing was perceived before print transformed the world? Writing
beyond Pen and Parchment introduces readers to a Middle Ages where writing is
not confined to manuscripts but is inscribed in the broader material world, in
textiles and tombs, on weapons or human skin. Drawing on the work done at the
Collaborative Research Centre “Material Text Cultures,” (SFB 933) this volume
presents a comparative overview of how and where text-bearing artefacts appear
in medieval German, Old Norse, British, French, Italian and Iberian literary
traditions, and also traces the paths inscribed objects chart across multiple
linguistic and cultural traditions. The volume’s focus on the raw materials and
practices that shaped artefacts both mundane or fantastical in medieval
narratives offers a fresh perspective on the medieval world that takes seriously
the vibrancy of matter as a vital aspect of textual culture often overlooked.
Set in Lisbon in the 1970s during the dissolution of Portugal's African colonies, a
stunning novel combines Portuguese history with the unforgettable tale of Vasco
da Gama who, along with his band of fellow heroes, starts to reclaim Lisbon by
winning it, piece by piece, in fixed card games. Reprint.
Peter Staudenmaier’s study Between Occultism and Nazism examines the
controversial history of Rudolf Steiner’s anthroposophist movement in Nazi
Germany and Fascist Italy as a case study in the political significance of esoteric
and alternative spiritual groups.
The arts of Renaissance Venice teem with sea monsters. Chief among these are
mermaids and mermen, graceful hybrid beings human from the waist up, but with
the lower body and tail of a fish, dolphin or sea serpent. Other sea hybrids ---
horses, bulls, panthers, even an elephant --- also swim through Venetian art in
finned and fish-tailed forms. Such creatures emerge from stone in the shadowy
churches and the sunlit courtyard of the Palazzo Ducale, crown the wooden
frame of a Giovanni Bellini altarpiece, and encircle the bronze flagpole bases in
Piazza San Marco. Their gilded sugar apparitions graced banquet tables for
illustrious visitors, and their descendents still glide through the canals in the form
of brass seahorses set above the sides of gondolas. Hybrid sea creatures, while
not unique to Venice, had obvious relevance for a city whose wealth, power, and
physical character depended on the sea. This book focuses on the conceptions
of artists who made marine hybrids some of the most engaging inventions of the
Renaissance in Venice and its subject city Padua. The chapters deal with five
functional contexts in which sea-hybrid imagery spread through Venetian
intellectual, religious, political and domestic life. These are book decoration of the
1470s and 80s, a key source of inspiration for the following four; tomb
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monuments of the 1480s and 90s; church decoration of the same years,
particularly at Santa Maria dei Miracoli, where pagan sea hybrids found Christian
meanings; centers of political activity, including civic settings in Venice and the
ducal palace in Ferrara, where a powerful mainland patron employed Venetian
artists; and finally, private homes, where owners could hold small bronze sea
hybrids in their hands, often as objects for use. A prologue introduces the
"heritage of monsters" from the ancient and medieval worlds, the better to show
how Venetian artists adapted these to new purposes. According to context and
artistic interpretation, the Venetian sea creatures considered may appear as
ceremonious emblem-bearers; unruly and libidinous monsters; representatives of
the pagan world vanquished by Christianity; yearning spirits; sensuous and
genial denizens of a golden age; aquatic angels, and of course, symbols of the
sea. In one remarkable case, a late fifteenth-century poet envisioned the city of
Venice appearing to him, in a dream, in the form of a mermaid. These wide-
ranging sea creatures are brought together here as bearers of various messages
related to their Venetian setting, and as a source of delight.
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